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Theo
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London’s best known designers
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The eponymous store and plc, along with the A-list parties
and clientele, almost certainly qualify Theo Fennell as
“establishment”, a label he does, however, wear lightly.
This is perhaps because Theo Fennell is established in
a space that did not really exist when he started out – a
few years ago, jewellery designers in England simply did
not expect to achieve the profile and status that it is
possible to attain today.

There is, of course, a price to pay for such conspicuous success, and it is clearly visible
when Theo talks about his activities. It is not that he shies away from the boardroom side
of the business, though that it is only to be expected. He does in fact seem quite at ease
dealing with the detail of Theo Fennell plc. It is more a preoccupation with the danger of
becoming just another brand, ready to have its DNA cloned and replicated across the
globe, complete with appropriate packaging and restrictions. This is a path that it will
become increasingly hard to avoid since the commercial pressure on him to follow this
route can only increase, whether his future designs succeed or fail. Such worries are,
however, only the downside of the standing that Theo Fennell has achieved. The positive
side is that he has freedom and resources to drive ideas forward that are simply beyond
the means of less established designers. Jewelled eyebrow rings make the point
perfectly – who else could offer such offbeat items and still be taken seriously when it
comes to diamond and emerald collars at the £100,000 mark?
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Further information: Tel: 020 7591 7000, www.theofennell.com
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The Black Knight is just
the latest of a series of
watches that have sprung
from the partnership
between Franck Muller
and Theo Fennell. A
collaboration with JaegerLeCoultre is soon to see
the light of day, while the
future holds the enticing
prospect of a link with
Roger Smith, one of the
brightest stars of current
English watchmaking.

